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1 Introduction 

The One Click Export plugin is an ASCE plugin for exporting ASCE networks directly into 
Microsoft Word. It simplifies many of the steps needed to create a well-formatted Microsoft 
Word document from ASCE. 

Current version: 0.1.69 

The change history for this plugin is shown in Appendix A below. 

2 Requirements 

The current version of the One Click Export plugin requires: 

 ASCE 4.1 or later 

 Microsoft Word 2010 or later. 

3 Installation 

This plugin is provided with ASCE v4 and later. 

4 Using the various export options 

4.1 Document template 

You can select your own in-house project or organisation's document template. ASCE should 
work with most MS Word templates, although you can adapt them to make use of ASCE's 
export facilities. See section below. 

For convenience, two specific buttons can be used for browsing to default template locations.  

 

can be used to open the default location for shared templates (e.g. 
corporate templates). If this second button is greyed out, it means that no system path has been 
set for shared templates.  

4.2 Node export path 

This is where you select the order of the nodes to be used. Export paths are defined under the 
File Export Export Paths. 

4.3 Style mappings 

You can control how headings and paragraph styles are converted in the final MS word 
document. 
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4.3.1 Bibliographic entries 

Every heading in ASCE can be the destination of an internal hyperlink within the network. A 
possible usage pattern is that some users create a "References" node and put all external 
references within that, with the items as a particular heading level (say H4, H5 or H6).  

If using this approach, you can select the style ASCEReferenceStyle as the target style for the 
specified heading level. As a result, these headings will be displayed as [Ref 1] [Ref 2] in the 
final MS Word document. 

4.3.2 Numbered paragraphs 

If you wish all normal paragraphs to be numbered, and your export MS Word template has a 
suitable numbering style (e.g. Numbered Paragraph), you can choose to map normal paragraphs 
to it.  

4.4 Remove DNR Containers 

This feature allows you to control whether the borders around DNRs are removed during export.  

Option Advantages 

Checked Results in a cleaner looking MS Word 
document.  

Unchecked It is easier to see which parts of the final 
document have been generated by external 
evidence sources. 

 

Most of the Adelard DNRs support this feature, and plugin developers can support this facility 
-DNR-  within the 

DNR that indicates the content. 
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4.5 Exclude specific DNRs 

This feature allows you to completely exclude some DNRs from the final exported document.  

 

Please note that t
as the latter would in anycase remove all 

metadata, including node review metadata DNRs. 

4.6 Format of converted link display text 

Hyperlinks in ASCE are converted to ASCE Word cross-references. This option controls how 
this conversion happens. For example, you may wish to display the numeric reference only, or 
the numeric reference and the original text from the ASCE hyperlink. 

4.7 Export node id and title as headings 

Often you may start a node with a particular heading to introduce the content. Other times nodes 
will just contain some plain the narrative. This option allows you to control whether node titles 
and Ids are exported as headings in the final document. 

4.8 Display discrete traceability of each node content in final document 

Sometimes MS Word reports are created for the purpose of collecting feedback from reviewers 
that do not have ASCE installed. In this case it will be necessary to incorporate their feedback 
into the original ASCE network, and it will be necessary to know which part of the final MS 
Word document came from which ASCE node. 

This option allows you to export a small indicator of the original node reference before each 
node is exported. 

When you get feedback on the document (e.g., as marked-up comments etc.) you can then easily 
see which node the comments apply to and so make the corresponding changes to the original 
ASCE network. 

4.8.1  

You can use the find facility in ASCE to locate nodes having a particular title. 

4.8.2 Using Table View to find nodes by title or reference 

The Table View can be used to easily locate nodes by a particular node id or title, for example 
by sorting the columns by id or title. To find nodes by their reference, you can 

n to show the node references. Once shown, the references column may be 
sorted which can help in finding a specific reference key. 
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5 Dynamic Narrative Regions 

The plugin provides a number of DNRs which can be used to achieve certain results in the final 
MS Word document. These DNRs can be inserted into narrative content within the ASCE node 
editor: 

 

5.1 Numbered table and Numbered figure 

These DNRs are converted to Table and Figure captions in the final MS Word document. 
Because they render as a heading within the ASCE network, they can be cross-referenced from 
within the current ASCE file. On exporting to MS Word, the cross references will be converted 
to cross references to the corresponding table or figure caption. 
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5.2 Footnote DNR 

This DNR is converted to a footnote in the final MS Word document. The footnote sequence 
will depend on the export path, which determines the order of the nodes. The following 
screenshot shows a footnote DNR with its editor window open. 

 

The export behaviour is as follows: 

 Export to MS Word using the One Click Export: each footnote DNR is converted to a 
footnote in the final document 

 Export to HTML: the DNR will show the footnote content in a tooltip on the element 

5.3 Section Break DNR 

This DNR allows you to export your ASCE content into a number of sections in the MS Word 
document. The DNR indicates the start of each new section. Depending on where you insert 
these section breaks into your ASCE network and the export path used to create the resultant 
MS Word document, you can include the content from a number of nodes into a section, or even 
have a number of sections created in each section. The styles of section break available are as 
follows: 

 A4 landscape: subsequent content will be added to a new section in landscape 
orientation 

 Default: subsequent content will be added to a new default section, i.e. the default page 
orientation, typically portrait 

6 Related Microsoft Word options 

6.1 Update links on save 

Microsoft Word will generally convert relative paths to absolute paths when saving documents.  
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Therefore, if you export from ASCE, any relative paths may be converted to absolute paths 
when you subsequently save your MS Word document that was created by ASCE. This is not 
always desirable, particularly if you wish to move the created document to a different final 
location. 

This option can easily be turned off from your Microsoft Word Options page. The following 
screenshots show where the option can be found. In each case, untick Update links 

 

Version Screenshot 

Word 2010, 2013, 2016 

 

 

 

7 Adapting your organisation's Microsoft Word document template 

House style templates can be modified to work with ASCE One Click Export as follows. 

7.1 Content insertion 

To specify where the content from ASCE should be inserted, insert a bookmark in the template 
called InsertContentHere and save the template. 

Then when ASCE exports, it will put the content at the position of the bookmark. 

If no such bookmark exists, the One Click Export plugin will put the content at the end of the 
document. 

It is recommended that the bookmark is inserted in a "Normal" style paragraph. 

7.2 Post processing 

To further customise the conversion of content from ASCE into MS Word, a specified macro 
can be created that will be run by ASCE once the content has been loaded into MS Word. 
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To use this facility, add a procedure to a module of the template using the Word VBA editor 
(Alt-F11 in MS Word) called ASCEOneClickExportPostProcessing as follows. 

7.2.1 Word 2010 and later 

In Word 2010 and later the ASCEOneClickExportPostProcessing macro should be specified as 
taking a single parameter which will be the Word document that is to be processed.  

For example: 

 Sub ASCEOneClickExportPostProcessing(curWordDoc as Document) 
  If Msgbox("Do you want to run the house style post " & _ 
   "processing after exporting from ASCE?", _  
   vbQuestion+vbYesNo) = vbYes Then 
    
   'insert VB code to process the document here 
  End If  
 End Sub 

 
If the template does not contain this macro, no post processing will occur. 

7.3 Reference styles 

One of the export options for creating word documents is to map a selected heading level (e.g., 
Heading level 5) to become bibliographic entries. This enables one node to contain 
bibliographic entries for the whole ASCE network  see Section 4.3.1 above. 

If a style called ASCEReferenceStyle does not exist in the selected export template, it will be 
created by the export process. This style is paragraph-numbered as follows: 

[Ref 1] Entry 1  

[Ref 2] Entry 2 

and so on. 

If you wish to use a different numbering scheme, simply add the style "ASCEReferenceStyle" 
to your Word document template (.dot) and specify the numbering scheme required (e.g. [1], 
[2], [3], etc.). 
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Appendix A Change history 

A summary of changes is below: 

Changes to 0.1.69 

 improved support for the Linking to URL plugin during the one-click export, when 
DNR containers are not removed 

 dropped support for MS Office 2007 as it has reached the end of its support lifecycle 

Changes to 0.1.68 

 option to exclude certain DNRs (node review metadata, embedded issues DNRs, 
resource manager summary) from the final output/export 

 dropped support for MS Word 2003 

Changes to 0.1.67 

 added export cross reference formatting option that retains the existing text of each 
embedded link 

 bug fix: plugin gracefully warns if MS Word is not installed 

 export paths are now sorted in the export dialog 

 added feature to facilitate selecting an MS Word template from the shared MS Office 
templates folder as well as the sample template provided with ASCE. 

 added Section Break DNRs, allowing content to be exported into different sections in 
the final MS Word document 

 added Footnote DNR 

 bug fix: sample MS Word template has better heading numbering on App, App2 and 
App3 styles 

 bug fix: removed extra space for heading numbering styles in sample MS Word 
template, which improves link styles 

Changes to 0.1.66: 

 fixed bug whereby DNR flattening did not work when DNRs did not specify a 
flattening DIV tag 

 improved export reliability by using MSXML to export node content 

 improved performance when exporting if only ASCEReferenceStyle is mapped to a 
chosen heading level 

 works with a wider range of locales and code pages (tested with WINDOWS-1250) 

Changes to 0.1.63: 

 now allows fine grained control of style mapping for all key styles (including 
headings) from selected word template 

Changes to 0.1.60: 

 added %page as a cross-reference style 

 now allows user to select a global style as target for "normal" paragraphs, to be 
applied when not inside a table 
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 removed legacy scheme for paragraph numbering 

 works better with export word templates that have numbered paragraph style 

 better feedback during export 

 when exporting, any empty cross references (e.g. node level cross references where 
no heading text defined) are now converted to page level cross references (e.g. "page 
3") 

 more graceful removal of empty paragraphs, now checks if there is a bookmark 
therein. 

 removed legacy "include all" option (this is now controlled by the export path) 

 removed legacy "insert toc" option (it is more flexible for the user to put the TOC in 
the word export template) 

Changes to 0.1.58: 

 works better with Office 2007/2010, so reference styles are correctly created, and 
relative links to files are not converted to temporary paths during the export process 

 allows user to select a .dotm file as the export template (Office 2007 and later) 

 updated documentation to explain use of 
WordDefaultWebOptions.UpdateLinksOnSave 

Changes to 0.1.56: 

 released with ASC 4.1.7 (ASCE 4.1 SR1) 

 removed macros from default word template ASCE_style_v01m.dot to reduce macro 
warnings when exporting 

 fixed issue whereby Word would suggest to save Normal.dot 

 better support for non-UK versions of Word where heading styles may not be called 
 

 a  

 added facility for users to remove DNR containers, simplifying the generated content 

 fixed bug whereby headings pasted from Word resulted in empty cross-references in 
generated Word document 

 enhanced Caption DNRs so that more than one can be inserted into any node 

 any plugin-
plugin behaviours are removed as they have no meaning in generated content. 

Changes in 0.1.48: 

 released with ASCE 4.1.4 

 initial support for Word 2007/2010 

 added Numbered figure and Caption DNR, which become captions in generated MS 
Word document 

Changes in 0.1.43: 

 ported to ASCE v4, and included in ASCE v4 distribution 

 now includes more flexible regime for link text control 
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 support for Word 97 is now dropped 

Changes in 0.1.30 

 bug fixes: when building export paths, both ends of the link are now checked for 
existence, lang and class attributes were not being unset 

 better feedback when users are on Word97 now we direct user to contact their local 
IT support, as it is not something we can help with 

Changes in 0.1.27: 

 facility for adding discrete traceability information into the exported Word 
documents, so that ASCE network can be easily updated when comments are 
received on exported Word document - see Section 4.8 above 

 general performance improvements and bug fixes 

 reinstated support for Word 97, even though it can prove problematic if not 
configured correctly during the Office 97 installation process 

Changes in version 0.1.22: 

 better performance when exporting larger documents 

 removal of blank paragraphs now done before content is loaded into user selected 
template 

 better handling of exported content where the content was originally pasted from MS 
Word document 

 now permits user to export when MS Word is running 

 removed support for Word 97 which is not flexible enough for our needs 

Changes in version 0.1.20: 

 MS Word table/figure captions: a new option in the node editor tools menu "One-
click export: Word field" creates a tag in the ASCE network that is converted into a 
Word table or figure caption field 

 better support for special characters (e.g. '<' or '>') in section headers 

Changes in version 0.1.17: 

 better support for use in Word 2000 

 extra options to preserve link texts during export 

 better integration with in-house Word template styles 

Changes in version 0.1.15: 

 uses user-selected template in more intelligent way; content now inserted into 
template rather than just picking up styles from the template 

 improved performance and reliability 

 export settings now remembered within session  

 extra option to export title and id only when node content contains no headings 


